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Company Name:  Starbucks

Client's Name: 

Company Mission: To inspire and nurture the human spirit - one person, one cup, 
and one neighborhood at a time.

Date: August 1st 2022

Important information about this report:

This report is based on an analysis of five sequential Starbucks Linkedin messages posted
between the May 29th 2022, to the July 23rd 2022, using the MercurySays database, 
which deployed 38 of its 159 measures.

The results are presented in a format equivalent to the 'Big Five' psychological categories.
Further, we have reported on three of most significant measures identified by MercurySays
within each of the 'Big Five' categories. We then show you how to align your communication
attributes with your company mission.
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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

EXTROVERSION

1

AGREEABLENESS

2 CONSCIENTIOUSNESS

3

NEUROTICISM

4

OPENNESS

5

Personalities 
can be broken

down into 5 traits. 
 

Each reflects 
a key part of how 
a person thinks,

feels, and behaves. 

THE BIG FIVETHE BIG FIVE

      RUSHWORTH CONSULTANCY 2022

COMPANY'S 
REAL-TIME

ATTRIBUTES
COMPANY MISSION

HIGH 
PERFORMING

COMPANY

In a corporate setting, the subjects analyzed and the method of presenting
this information can be customized to suit your particular needs.

Using MercurySays to encourage particular goals can play a powerful role
in focusing attitudes and behaviors. MercurySays guides and enhances 
your corporate culture.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/starbucks/
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OPENNESSOPENNESS

Genuine

Starbucks’ ‘Genuine’ measure has risen by +37%. The company's
credibility is built on this strong foundation, which locks in so well
with their community hub approach.

It takes confidence and bravery for a company to stay true to
itself. People gravitate towards and trust firms that are authentic.
So, being genuine is essential to inspire others. Starbucks does
this brilliantly. No change needed here.

STARBUCKS' OPENNESS IS RISING +15%

GENUINE:
RISING +37%

ENGAGED:
FALLING -24%

CANDID:
RISING +35%

Engaged

People want to be sure Starbucks is fully engaged with them. 
In this category, the measure of engagement has fallen by -24%. 

It is time to interact. Call for responses and reactions. This will lift
the overall score for ‘Openness’ and provide a sound foundation
for more listening and learning. That’s how you nurture.

Candid

The measure 'Candid' has risen by +35%. This indicates that
Starbucks is increasingly open to presenting ideas that it 
thinks are important.

Having good intentions while being candid is fundamental in
displaying leadership. Starbucks is already measured as being
highly ‘Genuine.’ When you communicate with a strong sense of
openness, you create a potent recipe that inspires.
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It is impossible to avoid being open nowadays. You have to exhibit an honest 
and self-reflective approach to create a sense of credibility. It is good to see 

Starbucks has lifted this measure by +15%.
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CONSCIENTIOUSNESSCONSCIENTIOUSNESS

Down-to-earth

Starbucks’ ‘Down-to-earth’ measure has risen slightly by just +3%.
Successful companies should always display a healthy dose of
common-sense modesty about their role in people’s lives. The
consumer is the user, and Starbucks is what they use. End of story.

Starbucks should work to increase this measure, particularly if it
wants to promote its nurturing mission. There are plenty of
benefits to be gained by improving this measure.

STARBUCKS' CONSCIENTIOUSNESS IS RISING +19%
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DOWN-TO-EARTH:
RISING +3%

CAREFUL:
FALLING -6%

STEADFAST:
RISING +45%

Careful

This measure has started to wane. It has fallen by -6%. This is not a
big drop but it's important because, whether Starbucks likes it or
not, it is always being watched and evaluated. No-one can afford to
make mistakes, which is a pity because we are only human.

If Starbucks is focused on nurturing the human spirit, it shouldn't
let this fall too far. Sloppy language can erode trust one word at
a time. Don’t let imprecision hurt your messages. Say that you
are trying to be careful.

Steadfast

Rising strongly by +45%, this measure is crucial in providing a
foundation for conscientiousness. You are focused on sound
principles that succeed and you will not shift.

Promote your steadfastness if you are focusing on nurturing 
and inspiring. Show how certain you are of the ultimate benefits
to be gained by following your disciplined path.

It is vital that Starbucks expresses increasing conscientiousness. Thankfully, this result 
rose in each measure by an average of +19%. That’s a good number.
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EXTROVERSIONEXTROVERSION

Distinctive

The -3% fall in this category is a warning. ‘Distinctive” is the
weakest measure in this Big Five category. ‘Distinctive’s’ focus is
on being an identifiable person … someone who has a sense of
presence about them. 

Inspiring people involves a stronger focus on being unique.
However, nurturing people probably does not require this 
sense of being high profile. So, boost your distinctive presence if
you want to inspire.

STARBUCKS' EXTROVERSION IS RISING +22%

AUTHORITATIVE:
RISING +62%

ASSERTIVE:
RISING +9%

DISTINCTIVE:
FALLING -3%

Authoritative 

Showing that you know what you are talking about creates a sense
of intellectual integrity and value. It also makes people feel more
secure. Here, the result was a strong rise of +62%.
 
Of course, this strength should continue, but beware that
authoritative messages can backfire if they are wrong. 
Use expressions that support a broader sense of extroversion,
particularly those that support nurturing.

Assertive

Extroversion involves taking a stand and being steadfast. The driver
for those attributes is assertiveness: putting yourself in the picture.
Although this measure has risen by +9%, it is currently the second
lowest in this category.

To strengthen your ‘Assertiveness,’ emphasize your mission 
to inspire. This draws people, who share your values, 
toward this intellectual and emotional hub.

The level of outward-looking engagement is important in messages from individuals 
and from corporate entities. The average rise in ‘Extroversion’ through the 

Starbucks’ messages was +22%. That’s a good result.
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STARBUCKS' AGREEABLENESS IS RISING +18%

Respect

Respect is one of the most important aspects of agreeableness.
When respect is won, it builds a deep foundation. 
But, when respect is lost, it often signals disaster. 
In these messages, levels of ‘Respect’ have risen by +12%. 

Showing even more respect will create excellent support for
successful messaging that particularly promotes your 
nurturing mission.

Good Natured

Agreeableness goes deeper than just being well mannered.
People want to sense the values being expressed in messages.
‘Good natured’ is the lowest measure in the ‘Agreeableness’
category. It rose very slightly by +2%.

There is a good opportunity to strengthen this measure by
demonstrating a relaxed and tolerant approach. In particular,
your positive values should be stated more clearly and more
often. 

Pleasant

This important attitude sets the scene for engaging, empathic
communication. The Starbucks’ messages lifted in this measure 
by a strong +40%.

As ‘Pleasantness’ is clearly a great strength, it should continue
to be promoted, particularly to support the mission to nurture.

GOOD NATURED:
RISING +2%
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PLEASANT:
RISING +40%

RESPECT:
RISING +12%

This category of the Big Five represents the level of social comfortableness being expressed 
in messages. The higher the score, the more comfortable the exchanges are likely to be.

Starbucks’ overall result was a good average rise of +18% across all measures.
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HELPLESS:
FALLING -137%
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WARY:
RISING +40%

CONCERNED:
FALLING -54%

Concerned

The second lowest score in this category relates to ‘Concerned.’
With an overall drop of -54%, this measure is rapidly falling.

Continue this trend by showing that you know what the future will
bring, and that you are ready for it. This will help to inspire people
who are looking for support.

Helpless

These messages show Starbucks moving strongly in the right
direction as the 'Helpless' result has plummeted by -137%. 
That means, you are presenting yourself as being increasingly
strong and in control.

This measure suggests it would be wise to continue with your
current expressions of power. They provide strong support for
Starbucks’ mission to inspire and to nurture.

Wary

MercurySays has detected a strong rise in its measure ‘Wary.’ 
This may be unexpected when matched against the result 
for ‘Helpless.’ The ‘Wary’ measure rose by +40%. If this continues,
it will begin to undermine a great deal of your good work.

Messages should adopt a slightly more casual tone and 
present a much more positive outlook. 

STARBUCKS' NEUROTICISM IS FALLING -40%
As far as possible, these messages should register as negative. Red is good. 

Happily, the average change in each measure is -40%. You are headed in the right direction. 
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BONUS MEASUREMENT: SINCERITYBONUS MEASUREMENT: SINCERITY  
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STARBUCKS' SINCERITY IS RISING +37%

Sincerity

Sincerity forms the foundation of successful communication.
Without it, you can’t “inspire and nurture the human spirit.” From
the earliest to the latest message, the level of sincerity trended
upwards. It started strongly then rose by +37%.

That’s a good set of results that should be your model 
for further growth.

''To inspire and nurture the human spirit - one person, 
one cup, and one neighborhood at a time."

When focused on inspiring people, Starbucks’ openness
could be boosted by expressing engagement more strongly
and directly. Starbucks’ messages can also be more
extrovert by asserting its point of view. It is difficult to inspire
when there are underlying indications of wariness. 
They should be eliminated, as much as possible.

Starbucks’ mission to “nurture” would be strengthened if it
engaged more openly with its customers. Also, messages
focused on care should be presented in more down-to-earth
language. That will boost expressions of conscientiousness,
which is crucial in successful nurturing.

STARBUCKS' COMPANY MISSION SUMMARYSTARBUCKS' COMPANY MISSION SUMMARY
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THANK YOUTHANK YOU

With a combined 
60 years of experience 

in communication 
and business. 

 
We build your people, 

so they can lift 
your company 
to new heights.

Francis Walsh
Founder & CEO

Kieran Walsh
Co-Founder

We know 
the minds of

FORTUNEFORTUNE  500500
executives. 

Keep up with
the best.  

Contact
MercurySays, PO Box 1093, KENMORE, QLD 4069,
AUSTRALIA

Email
contact@mercurysays.com

Websites
www.mercurysays.com

Should you need any further information, please do not hesitate to contact us.

MercurySays.com

www.mercurysayssales.com

Linkedin
Francis Walsh Kieran Walsh

mailto:contact@mercurysays.com
https://mercurysays.com/
http://www.mercurysayssales.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/francis-walsh-1b178825/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kieran-walsh-88478521a/

